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By Edwin Lincoln Barker

Forgotten Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from The Story of Bread It seems rather strange that people should be
forced to fight for bread. That is to say, it seems strange to us who live in this Age of Plenty. Oh, yes,
it s true that our large cities still have their bread lines. But bread lines are not for the lack of bread.
They are for the lack of something or other which puts up the fight that gets bread, and all that
goes with it. There is plenty of bread today, and it is cheap enough, too. Every bread line and every
soup house 18 a sign that somewhere in our civic, indus trial, or social machinery, something is out
of gear. If a man is willing to work, he should be given work to do; if he is not willing, he should be
given some thing else - say, a loaf of bread, a bowl of soup, and numerous kicks, all properly placed.
However, this is a problem to be worked out by our economical and sociological friends. But to go
back to the days...
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Very helpful to all of group of men and women. It can be writter in easy terms instead of confusing. You will like how the writer write this book.
-- Dr . Da r en Mitchell PhD-- Dr . Da r en Mitchell PhD

This book is worth getting. Yes, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author publish this book.
-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I
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